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Abstract. The families of Gibbs semigroups with generators from conveniently
bounded monotonous families of self-adjoint operators are proved to be
compact in the trace-norm topology.

1. Introduction

Let J f be a separable Hubert space and ^ p ( J f ) be the Banach space of compact
operators on 2tf with finite p-norm:

Here {λη(Α)}^)=:1 are the singular values of the operator Ae^p(-3f). Then
one
has: # t (J^)
(trace-class) C ^ 2 (Jf)
(Hilbert-Schmidt
operators)
C ... C ^ p p f ) C ... C^niJf) (compact operators)CS£(2tf) (bounded operators)
[1].
Strongly continuous one-parameter self-adjoint
semigroups {Q{t)},
Q:Kiu{0}->J§?(Jf), with the values in ^ ( j f ) for ielR1,, arise naturally in
quantum statistical mechanics. Usually they are called Gibbs semigroups [2, 3].
However, in some cases they are not to be self-adjoint (e.g. for £e(C + , the complex
right half-plane {ze(C: Rez>0}, or see Example 1). Hence, more relevant is the
following
Definition /. A strongly continuous semigroup Q(t) in a separable Hubert space is
called a Gibbs semigroup if Q(t) i I R ^ - ^ C ^ ) .
Every strongly continuous semigroup Q(t) is known (see e.g. [4, Χ.8] or
[5, IX, § 1]) to be generated by a closed densely defined quasi-m-accretive operator
Τ (semigroup generator) and has the form: Q(t) = exp( — tT).
Example ί. Quasi-m-accretive generators arise in perturbation theory of Gibbs
semigroups [3, 6-8]. Let Τ be a positive generator of Gibbs semigroup. Suppose
that U is a symmetric T-bounded operator with T-bound fe<l, i.e.
0010-3616/80/0076/0269/S01.60
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|| Uip\\ ^α\\ψ\\ +b\\ Τψ\\ for arbitrary vector ψ in the domain D(T) of the operator Τ.
1
Then the operator Ηλ = Τ+λϋ is well defined on D(T) for {Xe<E:\X\<b~ } as
algebraic sum. This operator is an m-sectorial generator of Gibbs semigroup
because for \peD(T) the values of the quadratic form Ηλ[χρ]=(ψ,Ηλψ) lie in the
sector

where γ= -a\X\(l-b2\X\2T*12 and ω = arctg(|/l-fo 2 |A
For some systems of quantum statistical mechanics the Gibbs semigroups are
defined as limits of semigroup sequences corresponding to suitable families of
Hamiltonians (generators). The aim of this paper is to describe a connection
between compactness of Gibbs semigroup families in || || χ -topology and the
properties of the corresponding generator familes. Therefore, our strategy here is
to turn a relatively weak (or easily checked) information about the generator
families into a stronger information about the semigroups. The present paper is
restricted to the well-known particular case of the Gibbs semigroups with selfadjoint generators. A possible generalization to the quasi-m-accretive generators
will be published elsewhere.
In Sect. 2 we set up some general conditions for a sequence of the self-adjoint
generators to provide the || ||χ-convergence of the corresponding Gibbs semigroups. In Sect. 3 we shall define for the families of self-adjoint operators a notion
(monotonous family), which will prove to be useful in our discussion of the Gibbs
semigroups || || χ -compactness for fe(C + . In particular, by analytic continuation
arguments the || || χ -compactness in C + of the Gibbs semigroup families as families
of operator-valued functions || l^-holomorphic on the right half-plane (C+ is
established. We conclude Sect. 3 with two examples from statistical mechanics of
systems with highly singular two-body potentials.

2. Preliminary Statements
This section starts with a statement which further allows us to "Ζζ/ί" the
convergence of the Gibbs semigroup sequences in the strong operator topology to
convergence in || ||
Proposition 1. Let Be^J^)
and B^S). Let {Ak}k=1
self-adjoint operators. Suppose that

and Ak-A-^A (strongly). Then operator Ae^^i^f)
operator norm).

be a sequence of bounded and

is self-adjoint and Ak

>Α (in

Proof The first part of the proposition follows from the strong convergence
Ak-*->A, inequalities { — B^Ak^B}kX)=l
and the Weyl's min-max principle.
Therefore, suffice it to consider the case A = 0. Suppose that (for a subsequence)
one has || Am \\ ^ a > 0. Then there are (note that Am, m = 1,2,..., are compact by the
above arguments) such sequences {bm}™=1 and { ^ } ^ = 1 6 ^ that ||wm|| = l,
m = 1,2,... and Amum = bmum, \bm\ ^ a.
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Then it follows that \\B um\\^a .
Note, that the operator Β
is also
compact, therefore, one can take in J ^ a subspace Μ such that d i m M < οο and
ll2

1 ll2

\\B u\\S2~ a \\u\\
L

for ueM . Let ΡΜ be the projection on Μ. Then from the above inequality and the
estimate

WB'i'uJ g \\Bll2PMuJ

one

sees
1

^2- α

1/2

||β

that
1/2

|Γ

1

+

\\Bl'2(\-PM)uJ

||Ι^ 2 |] \\PMun\\^\\Bli2PMum\\^2'lav\

Hence,

and

\\PMuJ

On the other hand, ||,4 m P M ||->0 and hence ||P M ,4J|->0 in contradiction with the
above inequality. Π
Now we can prove the following important for our analysis.
Lemma. Let {Tk}kr)=1 and Τ be self-adjoint operators in 2tf.
Assume:
(i) there exists a self-adjoint operator Τ_ such that

CO τ_^τ;,

(i") Qxp(-tT_)e%(J^)
for ieR*. and 1 ^ ρ < ο ο ;
(ii) the sequence {Tk}kX)=1 converges to the operator Τ in the strong generalized
sense. Then one has for
(a)
(b)

β ( ί ) = | | ; | | 1 ~ lim exp(-iT fc ).
k->- οο

Proof (a) From definition of the Banach space ^Jffl) and assumption (i") it
follows that the operator Τ_ is semibounded from below and has only a point
spectrum. Moreover the semigroup property Q_(i) = (exp( — t/pT_))p implies that
fi-We^G^)
for telR1,. The assumptions (i;) and (ii) show that Τ_ ^ Τ. Then from
the Weyl's min-max principle it follows that the operator Τ also has only a point
spectrum with μη(Τ__)^μη(Τ). Here μη{-) is the n-th eigenvalue from the bottom of
f
the spectrum counting multiplicity. Thus, one has: {exp( —iTfc)}^°=1G ^1(^) and
e x p ( - i T ) G ^ ( ^ ) for ielR^.
(b) The convergence of the sequence {TJ^ = 1 in the strong generalized sense
1
means that the resolvent RC(T) = (^— Τ ) " is the strong limit of the sequence
{Κζ(ΤΛ)}£°=1 for {CeC: ΙηιζΦΟ}. Since operator Τ_ is semibounded from below
this convergence takes place also for real ζ from the set {ζ :ζ < min μη(Τ_)}. On the
other hand, for such ζ one has:

Therefore, d u e t o P r o p o s i t i o n 1 o n e gets for {ζ:ζ<

min

μη(Τ^)}:

R£T)=\\-\\This || ||-convergence can be easily extended to the whole set Q{T_), i.e. Tk-^T in
the norm generalized sense. Then, as a consequence one has for ielR^ :
Q(t)=\\-\\-

lim Qk(t),

(1)
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where Qk(t) = exp(-tTk). Note, that the || ||-limit (1) and the fact, that the
semigroups Q(t) and {Qk{t)}£=1 for felR+ are at least in ^ ( J f ) provide the
convergence of eigenvalues:
ii»(e(i))=lim/<»(9t(i))

(2)

uniformly in η^.1. On the other hand, for all η, k^.1 and feIR+ there are
inequalities: μηΏ^))^μη{<2_{ϊ)\ so one gets:
TrQ(i)= limTrfi k (t).

(3)

Now, let Ρ be a finite rank spectral projector of the operator Q(t) for a fixed
then

Qk(t)\\v

(4)

Due to QfyeW^Jti?) and the limits (1), (3), for a given ε >0 one can choose Ρ and iVg
such that
||β(ί)-Ρβ(ί)Ρ|Ιι<β

(5)

and

|ΤΓ(β(ί)-β Λ (ί))|<ε
for k>Ne. Since the operator Q^e^^Jt?)

has the spectral decomposition:

00

(β*(ί) )= Σ M
where {en[_Qk{t)]}^=1 is the complete orthonormal set of Qk(t)9s eigenvectors, one
has:

1/2

- Σ^
η=1

(

\
J

^2.

(7)
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The estimates (6) and (7) show that
ί))

1/2

for felR^ and k>Ne. The collection of inequalities (4)-(6) and (8) proves (b).

(8)
•

Remark i. The above arguments [see the second part of the Proof (b)] actually
prove the following.
Proposition 2. Let {Ck}^=zle^1(J^)
)- Assume that:

be a sequence of self-adjoint operators and

(i) Ck-^-+C (weakly);

(ii) | C k | ^ U | C | ; and

(iii) wcj^wcw,.
Then C = II II i- lim

Ct.

3. Principal Results and Examples
We use here the statements derived in the preceding section for studying the
compactness problem for the Gibbs semigroup families in the || || χ-topology. We
are now in a position to introduce a useful notion appropriate for our aim:
Definition 2. A family {Ta}aeA of self-adjoint operators in j f is said to be
monotonous if every infinite subfamily contains at least one ordered subsequence
{Ταχ=ί
in the sense that Τ α ι ^ Τ α 2 ^ . . . or Τ α ι ^ Τ α 2 ^ . . . .
With this notion we obtain the following
Theorem 1. Let {Τα}ΛΒΑ be a monotonous family of self-adjoint operators. Assume
that:
(i) there is a self-adjoint operator Τ_ such that Τ_^Τα and Qxp( — tT_)e(^p(J^?)
for ieIR+ and 1^/?<οο;
(ii) there is a self-adjoint operator Τ+ such that Τα^Τ+. Then the corresponding
family of the semigroups {Qa(t)}aeA belongs to ^ ( J f ) and is || ||χ-compact for
Proof The monotonicity of a subsequence {TaJ£°=1 and its boundedness:
Τ- ^ T a k ^ T + , imply the existence in Jf of a self-adjoint operator Τ that is the
strong generalized limit of this subsequence. The rest of the proof easily
follows from the lemma.
•
Remark 2. It is at this point that the self-adjointness of the family {Ta}aeA is most
essential. For a general m-sectorial-operator sequence one faces with a difficult
problem of the limiting operator existence (see [5, VIII, §3]).
Remark 3. To see that Theorem 1 does not extend immediately to all ie(C + , notice
that for {ie(C+ :ΙηιίφΟ}, Eq. (1) is not a consequence of the generalized norm
convergence alone. It follows, however, from the semigroup properties by the
analytic continuation arguments.
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Theorem 2. Let {Ta}aeA be a family of operators as in Theorem 1. Then the Gibbs
semigroups {Qa(t)}asA form on C + a || || ^holomorphic operator-valued family of the
functions which is || \\ ^compact in this domain.
Proof Every Qa(t) can be continued from R+ to a strongly holomorphic Gibbs
semigroup on the domain C + by means of the Dunford-Taylor formula (see e.g.
[5,ΙΧ,§1]):
β«(ί)=^ΚΛ{(Τβ)βχρ(-ί0.

(9)

Here the right-hand side of (9) is a || ||-convergent Bochner integral with a
positively oriented contour Γ in the resolvent set of operator Τ_ with spectrum of
Τ_ contained within Γ. The strong analyticity of Qa(t)e &(<#?) implies in fact the
|| ||-analyticity. Therefore, from the estimate

^ IIΨ(β«(0 -1) β«(ί/2) + ταβ«(*/2) IIII β.(ί/2) II!
for t, t'e<£+ one gets the existence of
|| || χ - lim 1/ί'(βα(ί + 0 - Qa(t)) = - TaQa(t)e^(je).

(10)

The limit (10) proves that Gibbs semigroups are || \\λ-holomorphic on C + . Let a
connected compact set G C C + be such that GnR+ has at least one limit point in G.
The semigroups {Qa(t)}aeA are uniformly || ||χ-bounded in G:

||βα(0ΙΙι^ suplie.iReOIU.

(H)

tsG

Then || || 1-compactness of the family {Qa{t)}aeA on IR+ (Theorem 1), inequality (11)
and the Vitali convergence theorem (see e.g. [9, III, §2]) imply the || Hicompactness of {Qa(t)}aeA as a family of || || 1-holomorphic functions in G. A little
thought shows the same for an arbitrary connected compact set in the right halfplane (C+. This means that for the || ||χ-holomorphic on (C+ family {Qa(t)}aeA of
the Gibbs semigroups there exists a || || χ-holomorphic on (C+ function Q(t) and a
sequence {βα/<(0}Γ=ι s u c n t n a t flW
locally uniformly in C + .
•

is

a

Gibbs semigroup and Qau(t)

IM|i

>Q(t)

Remark 4. As a consequence the set {Qa(t)}aeA is || || ^compact for each
(extension of Theorem 1). This may be also deduced from the lemma and
Proposition 2 by a little reasoning if one notes that \Qa(t)\ = QJRet) for ieC.
Here we discuss no applications of Theorems 1 or 2 in detail, but mention the
following two examples.
Example 2. Let Τ(ΛΝ) be the self-adjoint kinetic energy operator for an JV-particle
system enclosed in a bounded region ylClRv, and U(N)=
]Γ
Φ(χί — χ]) be a
1 ^ i<j ύ Ν

semibounded from below symmetric operator of the iV-particle interaction. If the
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two-body potential <P:IR -^lR u{ + 00} is highly singular near the origin (e.g.
hard-core) then the operator U(N) does not need to be a relatively small
Ν
perturbation for Τ(Λ ).
Therefore, we define a cut-off interaction
UL(N) =
X
<PL(x.-Xj), where L^0 and
1ύ i

j ύΝ

L

,xe{W:<P{x)>L}.

Now, the self-adjoint cut-off Hamiltonian HL(AN) is well-defined as algebraic sum:
HL{AN) = T(AN)+UL{N) on the domain D{T(AN)\ and HL{AN)^H+
where operator Η+ =(T(AN)+U(N))F
is the Friedrichs extension of the sum T(AN)+U(N)
from domain D(T(AN))nD(U(N)). Thus, the family {HL(AN)}L^0
satisfies the
conditions of the Theorem 1. For L-^oo Gibbs semigroups {Q L (0}L>O Ι Ι Ί Ι Γ
converge uniformly in (C+ to a semigroup Q(t). Its generator Η is the sum of
operators Τ(ΑΝ) and U(N) in the sense of quadratic forms: Η= Τ(ΑΝ)+ U(N) (see
[10]). Sufficient conditions for Η to coincide with Η+ are discussed in [10, 11].
Example 3. Let Τ and U be positive self-adjoint operators in a separable Hubert
space Jf and Τ generates a Gibbs semigroup. If l = l(T)nl{U)
is dense in J ^
[here l(-) corresponds to form domain] then for an arbitrary λ>0 one can define
the self-adjoint operator Ηλ=Τ+λϋ.
Hence the family {Ηλ}}>0
satisfies the
Theorem 1. When λ[0 the Gibbs semigroups {ζ)λ(ή}λ>0
|| ||^converge uniformly
in C + to a semigroup Q(t) with generator Ηο whose associated quadratic form is
the closure of the form til, where ί [ ψ ] = ( Τ 1 / 2 ψ , Τ1Ι2ψ). If the operator U is a
sufficiently singular perturbation of Τ one has Η 0 Φ Τ - Klaudefs phenomenon
[12]. The operator Ηο is proved to coincide with Τ if and only if, the domain 1 is a
form-core for operator Τ (see [5, VIII, §3] and [13]).
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